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Your Application 

Thank you for your interest in this Board Member post at Salvation Army Housing Association 
(Saha).   

On the following pages, you will find details of the role and the selection process to assist you 
in completing your application.  

To apply, please provide the following: 

• Your CV which should include relevant experience for both previous and active non-
executive posts. It should be no more than three pages long. 

• A personal statement covering why Saha and what is your motivation for this role. 
Please ensure it is no more than two pages long. 

Please submit both documents to david.chrystal@saha.org.uk (Company Secretary and 
Strategic Governance Lead). 

The role closes at 12 noon, Friday 19th August 2022 with interviews planned to take place 
on Tuesday 20th September 2022. 

If you have any queries, please contact david.chrystal@saha.org.uk (Company Secretary and 
Strategic Governance Lead)  
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Welcome  

Thank you for taking a look at this opportunity to be a Board member at Saha. 

Our mission is to Transform Lives. Our experience has taught us that the people we house 
and support often need extra help to unlock their talents, fulfil their potential and work towards 
their aspirations. We believe that each person has equal dignity and worth and we see a 
diverse society as positive and enriching both for communities and individuals. Our support 
services (most of which are also accommodation based) reach people across a wide spectrum 
of needs - from domestic violence to mental health to our young people foyers; and via our 
agency partners, for people recovering from substance mis-use to ex-offenders. The 
commonality in the stories of all these individuals is the difference that Saha makes in helping 
people to pause, reflect and transition. That support is sometimes in the moment in the 
immediacy of a crisis and sometimes long-term co-created support that enables people to 
move forward and live happy, fulfilled lives.  

The last couple of years have shone a spotlight on how organisations like Saha have to be 
able to step up when times get harder and harder. Often people have very little cushion or 
resilience to the knocks that life can throw at them. Our practical support is delivered with 
kindness and care and I hope this gives you a feel for who we are and what is important to us.  

The Board recognises that we are a multi-million pound social housing business with material 
responsibilities around regulation and compliance, and the safety and wellbeing of our staff 
colleagues and customers.  

We are on a pathway to improving our governance rating and the Board will play a key role in 
embedding improvements across our governance, culture and systems, as well as through 
effective relationships with our Executive, partners and other colleagues. In addition to this, 
we are well on the way to developing our approach to the various challenges in respect of 
enhanced consumer standards and building safety. 

To strengthen our Board in these key areas, we are particularly looking for someone with 
strong housing sector experience and knowledge and it is likely that you are, or have been, 
an Executive or Director in another Registered Provider with experience in overseeing the 
delivery of high quality services to those in the greatest need in our society.  

Warm regards 

Paul 

 
Paul Phillips ǀ Interim Chair ǀ Chair of the selection panel 

   

 

 



 

 

About Saha  

Our mission is about transforming lives by providing solutions to homelessness and enabling 
customers to develop their own potential. 

Our vision is motivated by The Salvation Army, to provide those most in need with safe, 
affordable homes and support to enable them to thrive. 

Our values drive our culture, inspire the way we work, and guide our behaviours and decision-
making:  

− Servant leadership – Saha is a Christian faith-based organisation with a participative, 
collaborative, encouraging and supportive leadership style. 

− Passion – on a corporate and personal level we are driven by a desire and commitment 
to help those labelled vulnerable by society to develop, flourish and achieve their full 
potential. 

− Inclusion – we aim to provide an environment where everyone has a sense of belonging 
and feels valued. 

− Respect – we believe in fostering a culture of mutual respect between residents, 
colleagues and delivery partners.  

− Effectiveness – we are solutions-focused and are committed to achieving our objectives 
and Transforming Lives in the long term. 

We are a registered provider and an exempt charity that started developing housing and 
services in 1959. We are a subsidiary of The Salvation Army, and have grown into a specialist 
provider of support and accommodation across England, owning around 4,100 units of 
accommodation across 86 local authorities.  

Saha employs around 300 people and in 2020/21 our turnover was about £37million. The 
Board and Executive maintain oversight of the organisation and you can find out more about 
Saha on our website www.saha.org.uk. 
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Role Profile  

Accountable to: Saha Board    

Role purpose 

− Board members are responsible for the overall governance and strategic direction of the 
Group; developing and committing to its mission, vision and strategic objectives; and 
ensuring its continuing financial viability – all in accordance with the constitution, the law 
and regulatory requirements.  

− The Board works to ensure Saha’s long term success and that it meets its mission – 
“Transforming Lives by providing solutions to homelessness and enabling residents to 
develop their own potential”. 

− Support the external profile of the organisation as an ambassador, so that it has a strong 
reputation, and is seen as a reputable and credible partner.  

− Foster good working relationships between Saha and the leadership of The Salvation 
Army and Salvation Army Trustee Company. 

Key responsibilities 

Strategic leadership  

− Develop, agree and share in the organisation’s mission and vision; upholding and 
demonstrating Saha’s values and the principles for which it stands.   

− Focus on the development and monitoring of key strategies and policies, with a framework 
of objective and performance target setting.  

− Contribute to the evaluation of opportunities, threats and risks across the external 
environment and strengths and weaknesses in the internal environment.  

− Keep up to date with issues within the sectors that the business operates.  

Good governance  

− To take oversight to ensure that the Association is managed efficiently, effectively and in 
compliance with the requirements of the law, the constitution, regulation, adopted codes 
and best practice.  .  

− Ensure a robust framework for assessing financial viability, including annual approval of 
budgets, business plan, treasury policy and financial statements, so that these 
instruments drive the outcomes set out in the corporate strategy including ESG and value 
for money.  

− Ensure a robust business assurance framework for the management of risk, health and 
safety, internal controls and the safeguarding of people and assets.  

− To act as a role model for good governance practices and behaviours.  



 
 

− To hold the Executive Management Team to account. 

− Demonstrate active commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion, ensuring it is 
embedded. 

Effective meetings and decision making  

− Set standards for Board information, so that staff, agents and advisors deliver high quality 
papers that support the Board in their decision-making. 

− To prepare for meetings and other events by reading the reports, seeking clarification 
where necessary and when possible from report authors before meetings.  

− To receive and consider reports prepared by employees, agents and advisers and 
question these to ensure that a range of options are set out (where appropriate) and 
decisions are well founded.  

− To regularly attend meetings, participate fully in discussions and share responsibility 
within the decision-making process.  

− To treat written information labelled as confidential, or oral information provided in 
confidence, as strictly confidential at all times unless otherwise authorised to release such 
information.  

− Support the Board to contribute to, share responsibility for, and uphold decisions 
irrespective of any individual position taken in debate or voting. 

− To ensure all decisions are made in the best interests of the Association and the Group 
as a whole and support a solution focused approach where these conflict.  

 

Accountability  

− Establish and maintain a constructive relationship with the Chair, other Board and 
Committee members and the Executive. 

− To work effectively with all employees, recognising the Board’s duty of care as an 
employer and the executive’s responsibilities for management and supervision.  

− Act in good faith with care, diligence and skill, as a full and active member of the Board, 
including participation in training, working groups, panels, events etc.  

− To act only in the interests of the Association and the Group as a whole and not on behalf 
of any individual or entity.  

− Be vigilant in not being associated with activity and interests that would bring saha into 
disrepute.   

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Person Specification  
 

 

Experience and knowledge 

− Governance, organisational leadership and strategic management experience at 
Board level, understands the difference between strategy and operations. 

− Experience of developing corporate strategy, planning and monitoring of performance. 

− Good financial acumen, experience of analysing complex data, evaluating options, 
and understands the sensitivities of key assumptions in business propositions. 

− IT literate, comfortable with receiving information electronically and attending digital 
meetings as well as willing to travel to meetings and services as needed.  

− Good understanding of Saha’s regulatory operating environment and a deep 
understanding of the wider social/supported housing sector, including key strategic 
risks. 

− A strategic thinker, alert to the political, economic, social and technological external 
impacts upon residents and the business.  

Skills and abilities 

− Ability and vision to lead and represent the organisation, giving a clear sense of 
strategic direction, focusing on the key issues and can convey that focus to others.  

− A strong understanding of the respective roles of the Board and Executive. 

− Brings an original perspective to discussions; shows independent and balanced 
judgement; and able to listen to and respond to others’ contributions. 

− Prepared to take difficult decisions and measured risks; is not easily deflected by 
obstacles or problems.  

− Has the ability to command respect of others including Board, staff, external 
stakeholders and residents.  

− Engages effectively with key stakeholders as an ambassador, builds and maintains 
good relationships based on personal credibility. 

− Communicates clearly and persuasively; expresses opinions, listens and takes 
account of the views of others. 

− Challenges without appearing aggressive; prepared to say what people may not want 
to hear.  

− Expects constructive feedback; is aware of own strengths, weaknesses and 
motivations. 

− Possesses confidence to provide challenge, asks questions appropriately and keeps 



 
to an appropriate level of detail.   

− Encourages creativity, is open to new ways of working and able to adapt flexibly to 
change. 

Attributes and qualities 

− Aligns to the mission, vision and values of saha. 

− Committed to accountability, openness, transparency and equality, diversity and 
inclusion. 

− Supports a strong team spirit; able to work collaboratively, adds value to Board and 
Committee work  

− A personal and professional credibility that commands confidence at all levels. 

− Has the necessary time commitment and visibility for the role. 



 

Organisation Structure  

 

 

 

 

  

saha Group Board

Interim Chief Executive

Lynne Shea

Executive Director of Operations

Sean Hughes

Executive Director of Corporate 
Services

Lynne Shea

Company Secretary & Strategic 
Governance Lead

David Chrystal

Operations Committee

Group Audit & Risk Committee People & OD Committee

T4R Panel

(resident scrutiny)



 

 

Key Terms and Conditions 

Remuneration: 

The role is remunerated at £4,000 pa.  

 

The Appointment: 

The term of office is three years, renewable up to a maximum overall tenure of six 
years.  

 

Time Commitment: 

There are typically six saha Board meetings each year. There are also two strategy 
days in the year and there are likely to be ad hoc events, training and working 
groups.  

You may also be asked to become a member on one or more of our Committees. 

We estimate that the time commitment for the role is c15 days p.a. 

Location: 

Our registered office is at St Olaves House, 10 Lloyd’s Avenue, London, EC3N 3AJ.  

Most Board meetings take place in-person in London, but other meetings may take 
place regionally or via digital platforms. It is anticipated in the future that we will 
continue to operate with this hybrid model.  

 

 

  



 

 

 
 

 

Key Dates and the Selection Process 

Closing Date: Friday 19th August at 12 noon  

We will be in touch to let you know the outcome of your application by the end of the 
following week. 

 

 

Interviews: 20 September 2022 ǀ In-person ǀ St Olaves House 

The final panel interview, will be led by Paul Phillips, with Board members: Elliot Thomas 
and Maureen Hopcroft.  

Lynne Shea (Interim CEO) will also be in attendance.  

 

 


